Everything went black. When Dennis opened his eyes, he realized that when Anna kicked him, he fell onto the steering wheel so hard that his nose started gushing blood. He immediately slammed on the brakes to stop the car so that Mac could take over driving, but the car wouldn’t stop.

"Uh-oh," said Mac, "look." What Mac saw wasn’t good. Up ahead there was an enormous cliff. Dennis’s heart was beating fast. "Dennis steer the truck," screamed Mac! They were getting closer and closer to the cliff.

In a panic, Dennis quickly reached for the emergency brake. The car began to slow down before coming to a complete stop right at the edge of the cliff.

Everyone got out of the car and took a deep breath. Dennis’s nose finally stopped bleeding but it wasn’t long until a herd of zombies showed up in the distance. More and more zombies started coming and surrounding them. “Everyone,” yelled Dennis, “get in the car!”

Everyone ran into the car except for Anna. “Come on Anna,” yelled Jeremiah.

“No,” Anna said tearing up. “I don’t want to hurt any of you again so just go without me.”

“No,” Jeremiah said, also tearing up. But it was too late. Zombies were already getting closer to Anna. One of the zombies made another scratch on Anna’s left arm and that was the end of Anna’s human life. Now it was up to Mac, Dennis, and Jeremiah to escape the zombies.

Just then the zombies started banging on the car. In a matter of minutes, the zombies were inside the car and getting closer to Dennis. Dennis grabbed a baseball bat that was on the ground near him and took a swing at the front windshield. He bolted out the front of the car and ran down the street. He looked back and all he could see was a herd of zombies and no humans. That was it. Dennis was the last one standing. He panicked and ran for his life.

All of a sudden, Dennis was trapped. He stood facing the cliff and the zombies were right behind him. There was nothing he could do.

“AHH,” screamed Dennis. One of the zombies walked up and started shaking him.

“Dennis,” said Mac, “Dennis are you ok?” Dennis sat up looking confused.

“Wait what,” Dennis said, “but there were zombies and I was trapped by a cliff.”

“Uh,” said Mac, also looking confused, “no you’ve been here sleeping. You must of had a bad dream.” “Oh that’s crazy, it seemed so real,” said Dennis.

Dennis and Mac walked downstairs and sat down on the couch. They turned on the radio and heard, “Hello folks, I have a very important announcement to make. There is a terrible disease
spreading. Everyone must stay in their homes. This disease is very dangerous,” the announcer said with a serious tone.

“Oh no, this isn’t going to be good,” Dennis said to Mac.

The End